
 

     NIGHT MAIL is a November, 2017 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Here’s Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

18 of a possible 20 points                               ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Great Britain   1936   black-and-white   23 minutes   live action short 

experimental documentary   GPO Film Unit (General Post Office) 

Producers: Harry Watt and Basil Wright 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points: 

2           Editing: Basil Wright*, Alberto Cavalcanti*, and  

                            Richard McNaughton* 

2           Cinematography: Henry Edward Fowle* and Jonah Jones*    

2           Commentary: Wystan Hugh Auden* 

2           Narrators: John Grierson* and Stuart Legg* (and Pat Jackson?) 

2           Music: Benjamin Britten* 

1           Locations 

2           Sound Direction: Wystan Hugh Auden*, Benjamin Britten*, 



                                              and Alberto Cavalcanti* 

              Sound Recordists: Edward A. Pawley and C. F. Sullivan 

1            Cast: Arthur Clarke, engineer and Robert Rae, senior driver for 

     LMS Railway 

2            Creativity 

2            Insightfulness 

18 total points 

 

     A production of Great Britain’s GPO Film Unit supervised by 

producer John Grierson, NIGHT MAIL from 1936 is a black-and-white 

short documentary that even now rivets attention due to driving 

rhythm and dramatically insistent delivery of Wystan Hugh Auden’s 

dramatically onrushing poetry. Underscored by decidedly low-key 

music from Benjamin Britten, the film follows a mail express through 

one night on its run from London’s Euston Station north to the Firth of 

Clyde in Scotland.  

     Getting privileged over regular passenger trains, whose riders chafe 

at temporary shuntings, it speeds along at a mile-devouring rate 

through meadowlands and sleeping hamlets in the Heart of England, 

where alert farmers get morning paper deliveries from mail sorters 

aboard. They set their watches by its passage, too. For the Flying 

Scotsman postal train is locked into a tight schedule, with connections 

to Wales requiring minimal delay at a very brief Crewe stop where 

more letters and packages get transferred in a matter of minutes to 

and from the English carrier.  

     The process by which outgoing local deliveries are exchanged with 

incoming ones through a slamming net device attached to the side of 

a stowing car is shown in specific detail, emphasizing precise 



synchronization of loading a capacious leather pouch into the 

apparatus with velocity of travel, securely locking it to prevent any 

letters escaping. A second-by-second countdown determines just the 

proper moment for swinging it out to catch on the hook dangling from 

a connected semaphore head. Quite a clever idea, fascinating to 

observe in operation. 

     The British have abolished these travelling post offices, sending 

most communications via computer or air delivery in the current 

century. But TPOs such as the one featured in NIGHT MAIL are 

guaranteed a lasting place in memory thanks to this film.  

     Its genesis and overall structure came from Basil Wright, with 

filming execution placed in the hands of Harry Watt. These two 

putative collaborators had different approaches to the material, 

resulting in a hybrid final release. Wright’s master plan survived the 

battle, as did Watt’s fondness for interjecting scripted colloquial 

dialogue. That element is today the film’s greatest liability, since both 

1930s slang and erstwhile state-of-the-art sound recording of non-

professionals have dated severely. While narration provided partly by 

poet Wystan Hugh Auden can still be distinctly heard, most postal 

worker remarks seem to have been spoken near, rather than into, a 

microphone. They are consequently too remote in the mix for ready 

comprehension. 

     It seems the question of who did what in post-production is still 

highly contentious. There are three credited sound directors: Auden, 

Alberto Cavalcanti, and Benjamin Britten. Composer Britten would 

have matched music to images. Auden is known to have timed oral 

recitation of his own poetic text to film segments with a stopwatch in 

hand. Cavalcanti, a relentless sound recording experimenter, almost 



surely was responsible for inserts of sound effects and recording 

diegetic sounds from filming locations along the mail train’s route. 

Auden and director Watt clashed over text, with supervisor John 

Grierson also probably acting as public censor in addition to a 

voluntary promoting Scottish national pride. Notable rhapsodizing 

over Caledonia in the documentary’s closing section is likely a 

Grierson contribution. An exchange of quips about waiting drinks in a 

station snack bar indicate Watt’s obsession with insider humor, as 

does the mentoring conversation inside a mail sorting car when an old 

hand attempts to encourage its novice occupant, who’s not sure he’s 

quite up to speed yet.  

     Scenes of sorting out mail inside a jolting, crowded train car were 

shot in a studio, according to Watt. But the dynamic racing pickup and 

dropoff footage came from a cameraman risking his life to hang out 

from the authentic zooming train’s side to film on the fly. 

     The postal service’s role in unifying and informing a nation of 

proudly independent boroughs and shires is highlighted by both text 

and pictures. Citizens depend on night shift, low-salaried peers to be 

efficient and highly skilled nonetheless, expert at locating obscure 

addresses to insure every last piece of communication reaches its 

proper destination. No matter whether residing in industrial 

Midlands, bleak Black Country, hectic London, or sparsely populated 

Borders region where England and Scotland meet, each citizen, ragged 

or affluent, royal or common, minor or senior, is assured equal 

treatment of messages and gifts by the suspiciously predominant 

male population of Britain’s Postal Special: a fully democratic, though 

non-unionized, government service.  



     With a runtime of only twenty-four fast-paced minutes, NIGHT 

MAIL weaves together visual poetry, music, and an inspired text to 

create one of the most unforgettable motion pictures ever, one that 

entertainingly fuses education, patriotism, and art. This unobtrusive 

propaganda piece simultaneously encouraged use of Great Britain’s 

national post office and trust in the efficiency, expertise, and 

dedication to public service of its employees. 

     Though unrated, NIGHT MAIL is suitable viewing for all ages and 

highly recommended. 


